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Abstract: A system clock with a 50% duty cycle is demanded in high-speed data communication 

applications, such as double data rate memories and double sampling analog-to-digital converters. In 

this paper, low-cost all-digital duty-cycle corrector (ADDCC) is presented. The proposed ADDCC uses 

a delay-recycled half-cycle time delay line to reduce the required length of the delay line to half of the 

input clock period. Thus, it can extend the operating frequency toward a lower frequency with small 

area cost as compared with the conventional design. The proposed design is implemented in a standard 

performance 250nm CMOS process, and the active area is 170 × 170 μm2. The input frequency of the 

proposed ADDCC ranges from 75 to 734 MHz, and the input duty-cycleranges from 9% to 86%. The 

measured output duty-cycle error is less than 1.78%. The proposed ADDCC consumes 4.59 mW at 734 

MHz and 0.9 mW at 75 MHz with a 2.5.0-V power supply. 
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1. Introduction 

In this new era the speed of electronic circuits is increasing due to technology scaling. Due to the VLSI 

trends thousands and thousands of transistors are present on the single chip, will makes the electronic 

systems more compact, but the problem is the high frequency clock which is generated from single or 

multiple sources has to pass through the entire chip may cause  duty cycle error due to voltage variation 

,temperature, interconnect delay,jitter, clock skew etc.In order to avoid duty cycle error and to use both 

positive and negative edge of clock duty cycle correctors should be used. So a duty cycle corrector 

should be present on the system on chip to correct the distortions in the input clock and to align the 

output clock with input clock.There are two types of methods available for implementing duty cycle 

corrector. First method is the analog duty cycle correction method [2] and the second one is the digital 

duty cycle correction method [3].The negative feedback schemes are used in an analog type DCC.The 

advantage of this technique is higher accuracy. But the problem of analog duty cycle corrector is that it 

requires longer correction time. One of the analog duty cycle correction methods is using pulse width 

control loop .It will correct the duty cycle based on the feedback from control stage. It requires more 

time and uses several on chip capacitors in order to filter the ripples. It also requires large chip area and 

also has serious mismatch problem among charge pumps. The leakage current of transistors also affects 

the control voltage by causing ripples and affecting its stability, and the generated output clock will not 

be phase aligned with original input clock. 
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The digital DCCs will not use passive and active components such as resistors, capacitors, charge 

pumps and amplifiers. Main advantage of digital DCC is that it can correct the duty cycle much faster 

than the analog method. There are two approaches: the synchronous mirror delay (SMD) [4] type and 

time to digital converter (TDC) type. In the SMD based ADDCC uses a half cycle delay line, as shown 

in fig 2.But, when short pulses pass through the HCDL, the pulses can be stretched or compressed due 

to the duty distortion caused by the delay line. In the TDC based duty cycle corrector quantizes the 

input period information to digital codes. And this type of DCC has a short locking time and it is used 

for wide frequency range. 

 

In this paper a wide range low cost all digital duty cycle corrector is used to eliminate the duty cycle 

error of the input clock .With the help of phase detector this circuit continuously check the difference 

between input clock and output clock and it will maintain 50% duty cycle all over the chip. It uses a 

half cycle delay line, so it can extend the operating frequency towards a lower frequency with small 

area and low cost.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The architecture ofthe proposed 

ADDCC is presented in Section 2. Section 3describes the circuit implementation of the proposed 

design. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 4. 

 

2. Proposed ADDCC Architecture 

 

 
 

Fig: 1 Block diagram of ADDC 

 

The block diagram of the proposed ADDCC is shown in Fig.1.The ADDCC is composed of a 

multiplexer (MUX), a pulse generator (PG), an AND gate, a HCDL, a phase detector (PD), an ADDCC 

controller [1], a TDC encoder, and a D-type flip-flop(DFF). The PG transforms the input clock 

(CLK_IN) and the feedback clock (CLK_FB or CLK_OUT) into narrow pulses (in_pulse and 

fb_pulse). The signal tdc_start selects CLK_FB or CLK_OUT to generate fb_pulse. The AND gate 

before the pulse signal will be pulled down to avoid unnecessary pulses triggering the DFF until the 

reset signal (RESET) is pulled low. Once the reset signal (RESET) is pulled low, the AND gate before 

the pulse signal allows the short pulses to propagate through the HCDL. 
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2.1 Half Cycle Delay Line (HCDL)  

 

 
 

Fig .2 Half Cycle Delay Line 

 

The proposed TDC-embedded HCDL is composed of a 6-bit TDC-embedded coarse-tuning delay line 

(CDL) and a 5-bit fine-tuning delay line (FDL). The proposed CDL is composed of 63 lattice delay 

units and embedded with a TDC. The dummy cells are added to balance the capacitance loading of the 

NAND gates. Every two NAND gateshave a DFF for quantizing the period of the input clock and 

output as tdc_data [63:0],and the resolution of the CDL is the propagation delay of the two NAND 

gates.  

 

To improve the delay line resolution, the FDL is added. The FDL is composed of two parallel 

connected tristate buffer arrays operating as an interpolator circuit. The propagation delay of the FDLis 

controlled by the driving strength of two parallel connected tristate buffer arrays. The rising edge of the 

output clock (OUT) will be close to CA_OUT when the fine-tuning control code (code [30:0]) sets to 

the maximum value. In contrast, the output clock (OUT)will be close to CB_OUT when the fine-tuning 

control code sets to the minimum value (i.e., 31’h0). By adjusting the number of turned-ONtristate 

buffers in the arrays, the resolution of the FDL can be enhanced to be 1/31 that of the coarse-tuning 

step. 
 

In the proposed ADDCC, the delay-recycled architecture reduces the required length of the delay line 

to half of the input clock period. As a result, the operating frequency range can be extended to a lower 

frequency with less area cost and lower power consumption. 
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2.2 Phase Detector (PD) 

 
 

Fig. 3 Internal Diagram of Phase Detector 

 

Phase detector [5] will detect the phase error between input clock andoutput clock .In this PD, reference 

clock is used as the senseenable signal. when the reference clock and divider clock is zero the signal up 

and down remains high, if the reference clock is high and divider clock is zero signal up is high and 

down is low. If the reference clkleads the divider clk, the signal up will remain high (logic 1) and the 

signal down will be pushed to low level (logic 0), which is shown as in the first two cyclesin Fig 3. 

 On the other hand, if the reference clklags the divider clk, the signal down will remain high (logic 1) 

and the signal up will be pushed to a low level (logic 0), which can be observed from the last two 

cycle.. At the negative edge of the reference clk, the up and down signals will bepre-charged to high 

again to prepare for the next detection. 

 

 
Fig.4 Sample Waveform 

 

 

 

4.Experimental Results 
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The proposed ADCC is implemented in a standard performance 250nm CMOS process with 2.5V 

power supply. The simulation software that I have used is Tanner version 16The library that I have 

used is Generic 250 nm.Fig.4shows the schematic of the pulse detector. The simulation result of the 

Phase detector is shown in Fig.5. After system is reset, the ADDCC performs frequency and 

phasetracking until the duty cycle error is eliminated. 

 

 
 

Fig.5 The schematic of the phase  detector 

 

Fig.6whenreference clock leads divider clock 
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 The simulation result when the reference clock leads divider clock is shown in Fig.6.In this 

result the green color corresponds to the reference clock, violet color corresponds to divider clock, the 

signal up is shown by light blue and signal down is shown by yellow. In this case divider clock is 

delayed by 50ns, so that it lags compared to reference clock as a result we can see that up remains high 

and down remains zero .There is a small noise as shown in above figure when the up remains high, due 

to charging and discharging of transistors 

 

Fig.7. whenreference clock lags divider clock 

 The simulation result when the reference clock lags divider clock is shown in Fig.7.In this 

result the green color corresponds to the reference clock, violet color corresponds to divider clock, the 

signal up is shown by light blue and signal down is shown by yellow. In this case reference clock is 

delayed by 50ns, so that it lags compared to divider clock as a result we can see that down remains high 

and up remains zero at that instant.There is a small noise  as shown in above figure when the down 

remains high, due to charging and discharging of transistors 

5. Conclusion 

A low-cost ADDCC is presented in thispaper. The proposed ADDCC will generate control codes based 

on the outputs of phase detector and time to digital converter; itcan provide maximum delay, minimum 

delay and intermediate delay. This control codes are given to half cycle delay line. This HCDL 

architecture is used to reduce the delay line length to half of the referenceclock period. Thus, the area 

cost is lower than other DCCs.The work is done in tanner version 16 using generic 250 nm 

technology.In addition, the proposed ADDCC can achieve a wide-rangeoperation with an input 

frequency ranging from 75 to 734 MHzand the input duty-cycle ranges from 9% to 86%, so itcan be 

integrated into the SoC to correct duty-cycle error. 
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